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Personal Announcement: New plant 
Manager at Headquarters Bramsche 
Bramsche/Germany in October 2022 

At #heytex we believe that characters take our brand forward. 

We are therefore pleased to announce Frank Kopper as the new 
Plant Manager for our main plant in Bramsche. 

Frank Kopper has been part of the #heytex family since September 
2022 and brings with him many years of experience in the plastics 
technology, automotive and construction chemicals sectors, 
particularly in the latter processes for powders and liquids. 

In his new role as Plant Manager of the Heytex Bramsche plant, 
Frank Kopper is primarily responsible for production, including 
weaving and finishing, logistics, technical development and 
maintenance. His focus is on occupational safety and, more 
importantly, on continuously improving processes along the value 
chain.  

"The most important thing for me is to get to know the company and 
the people who make it up. It is important to quickly become 
operational and to find the right measures to be able to secure 
profitable growth from the factory side," says Kopper. 

We are looking forward to working together! Welcome to the team! 

 
Bildunterschrift Frank Kopper, Werk Bramsche, Deutschland 
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Heytex Bramsche GmbH continues the tradition of the cloth-making town of 
Bramsche and is the only production company with its own weaving mill in the 
region. Bramsche has also been recognized by the Chamber of Industry and 
Commerce as an excellent place to live for skilled workers. 

The Heytex Group, headquartered in Bramsche near Osnabrück, has been 
weaving, laminating and coating technical and functional textiles worldwide for 
almost 110 years at five production sites on three continents. Ever newer and more 
sophisticated production and coating processes with alternative raw materials are 
being used, especially with an increased focus on sustainability. Heytex materials 
are used, for example, as truck tarpaulins, sports mats, sun sails, tents, stadium 
roofs, oil barriers, water tanks, rolling gates, gate seals, conveyor belts, bellows, 
boats, biogas membranes or as advertising media in large-format digital printing. 
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